
C.K TOOLS BRINGS CONVENIENCE TO POWER TOOL ACCESSORIES RANGE 

 

C.K Tools, the trusted choice for trade professionals, is bringing an added layer of convenience to its 

Power Tool Accessory (PTA) range with the launch of a Quick-Change Hole Saw Arbor Set (T3224). 

 

Designed for those who regularly change between hole saws, the Quick-Change Hole Saw Arbor Set 

enables up to 50% reduction in change times versus a standard Arbor, helping to improve 

productivity. 

 

The set is multi-faceted and comes with an 8mm black-oxide-coated Hex Shank with a 135° split 

point HSS-G Pilot bit, as well as an 1/2” 20 UNF adaptor for 14-30mm hole saws, and a 5/8” 18 UNF 

adaptor for 32-210mm hole saws. 

 

To provide additional flexibility the Quick-Change Hole Saw Arbor Set uses universal fitments so will 

work with all leading brands of hole saw. Moreover, C.K Tools is also offering the two adaptors in 

packs of three enabling trade professionals to convert their full range into quick change hole saws, 

ready for any job. 

 

For over 100 years, C.K Tools has been at the forefront of hand tool manufacturing, producing high 

quality tools that meet the most demanding needs of trade professionals. The brand’s power tools 

accessories offering includes its flagship PRO COBALT hole saw range, as well as pilots, mandrels, and 

extensions, all designed to deliver the best performance in optimum applications. 

 

Brinley Buckley-Roberts, Brand Manager at C.K Tools, said: “C.K Tools has an established reputation 

for developing products in collaboration with trade professionals to address their needs in the ever-

changing landscape in which they work, and the T3224 is no different. 

 

“We’re always looking to find solutions for real on-the-job problems to aid productivity and the 

Quick-Change Hole Saw Arbor Set saves time, is more convenient, and more efficient when on the 

job.” 

 

C.K Tools is available through select major electrical and industrial merchants and wholesalers, as 

well as Amazon. To find you nearest stockist visit www.ck-tools.com/find-a-stockist.  

 


